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It is natural that the glory of the people having great man grows further with the passage of
times. This is 21st century. Now, mankind feel very strongly the prominent natural disposition,
high authority and outstanding image of the great leader President KIM IL SUNG whom the
Korean people have held high esteem for the first time in their history and the respected
Dear Leader KIM JONG IL who takes over and consummates the revolutionary cause of the
President from generation to generation. In addition, they engrave in their hearts how greatly
lucky the Korean people who have the great leaders are.
Korea, ever since it held in high esteem President KIM IL SUNG and Dear Leader Comrade
KIM JONG IL as her great leader has exposed her true features and today is called the
“fatherland of Juche”. Behind of these shines the exploits of the great leader. It is of destiny
and vital issue for the people to hold a great leader in high esteem. When the popular masses
hold in high esteem a great leader, they can hew out their own destiny successfully.
Therefore, for the popular masses, nothing is more fortunate than holding in high esteem a
great leader.
Dear Leader Comrade KIM JONG IL started giving leadership in the Workers’ Party of Korea
on June 19, 1964. The Korean People see the benevolent face of President KIM IL SUNG in
the face of the Dear Leader Comrade KIM JONG IL and enjoyed the ideology and leadership
of the President in the ideology and leadership of the Dear Leader Comrade KIM JONG IL.
Dear Leader KIM JONG IL, in his classic work “On the Juche Idea”, profoundly and
comprehensively analyzed the origin, philosophical principle, socio-historical principle,
guiding principle and historical significance of the Juche idea and systematized them
integrally. By doing so, he demonstrated the greatness, uniqueness, truth and vitality of the
Juche idea.
The DPRK is a country that had previously overcome the evils of the capitalist system such
as unemployment, illiteracy, drug addiction, prostitution and others. All of them are based on
the consistent application of the Juche Idea founded by President KIM IL SUNG amidst the
struggle of the Korean people to expel Japanese imperialism from their homeland. This idea
was developed and systematized by Dear Leader KIM JONG IL. The succession to and the
depending of the achievements made in the DPRK in the past have been carried out to-day
by Respected Supreme Leader KIM JONG UN, Chairman of the Workers’ Party of Korea

(WPK), Chairman of the State Affairs Commission of the DPRK and Supreme Commander
of the Korean People’s Army.
The fortune of the Korean people and Juche Korea that held in high esteem in one century
the three great leaders acclaimed by the world was the privilege and benefit of that the history
offered.
The Korean people recorded this fortune as a new philosophical concept “leader’s blessing”
in the progressive ideological and political history of mankind. Thanks to the great ideology,
leadership and lofty human virtues of President KIM IL SUNG, Korea has become the country
strong in ideology, powerful in politics, “heavenly country” of human love, country where the
people have become master of dignified destiny free from slavery and things are created
from zero and the country where the communist virtues are in full bloom free from all kinds
of evils.
The “leader’s blessing” that the Korean people enjoy, is the one continuant through
generations. The dignity, honor, glory and happiness of the Korean people President
KIM IL SUNG bestowed were further enhanced through generations as they held in high
esteem the Dear Leader KIM JONG IL. We hope that respected Marshall KIM JONG UN,
his party and his people will contribute to achieving independence and prosperity of the entire
people of the world and establishing stable and lasting peace on this planet in a brilliant
manner.
To-day the Workers’ Party of Korea leads the socialist cause of Juche along the road of
victory holding fast to Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism as the eternal guiding ideology of the
Party. Not only the issues arising in cementing the Party and enhancing its leadership role
but also all theoretical and practical issues and the solutions arising in advancing the popular
masses’ cause of independence, the cause of socialism to victory are scientifically clarified
in Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism. The Workers' Party of Korea and the Korean People's Army
are firmly united under the wise leadership of Marshal KIM JONG UN, the true successor of
the Korean revolution for its final victory. This is all what we will see in modern Korea changing
beyond recognition under the continuation of Juche Idea and Songun Policy based leadership
by Marshal KIM JONG UN.

